The large anisotropy in the electronic properties across a structural transition in several correlated systems has been identified as the key manifestation of electronic nematic order, breaking rotational symmetry. In this context, FeSe is attracting tremendous interest, since electronic nematicity develops over a wide range of temperatures, allowing accurate experimental investigation. Here we combine angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy and theoretical calculations based on a realistic multi-orbital model to unveil the microscopic mechanism responsible for the evolution of the electronic structure of FeSe across the nematic transition. We show that the self-energy corrections due to the exchange of spin fluctuations between hole and electron pockets are responsible for an orbital-dependent shrinking of the Fermi Surface that affects mainly the xz/yz parts of the Fermi surface. This result is consistent with our experimental observation of the Fermi Surface in the high-temperature tetragonal phase, that includes the xy electron sheet that was not clearly resolved before. In the low-temperature nematic phase, we experimentally confirm the appearance of a large (∼ 50meV) xz/yz splittings. It can be well reproduced in our model by assuming a moderate splitting between spin fluctuations along the x and y crystallographic directions. Our mechanism shows how the full entanglement between orbital and spin degrees of freedom can make a spin-driven nematic transition equivalent to an effective orbital order.
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The large anisotropy in the electronic properties across a structural transition in several correlated systems has been identified as the key manifestation of electronic nematic order, breaking rotational symmetry. In this context, FeSe is attracting tremendous interest, since electronic nematicity develops over a wide range of temperatures, allowing accurate experimental investigation. Here we combine angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy and theoretical calculations based on a realistic multi-orbital model to unveil the microscopic mechanism responsible for the evolution of the electronic structure of FeSe across the nematic transition. We show that the self-energy corrections due to the exchange of spin fluctuations between hole and electron pockets are responsible for an orbital-dependent shrinking of the Fermi Surface that affects mainly the xz/yz parts of the Fermi surface. This result is consistent with our experimental observation of the Fermi Surface in the high-temperature tetragonal phase, that includes the xy electron sheet that was not clearly resolved before. In the low-temperature nematic phase, we experimentally confirm the appearance of a large (∼ 50meV) xz/yz splittings. It can be well reproduced in our model by assuming a moderate splitting between spin fluctuations along the x and y crystallographic directions. Our mechanism shows how the full entanglement between orbital and spin degrees of freedom can make a spin-driven nematic transition equivalent to an effective orbital order.
I. INTRODUCTION
Electronic nematic phases are ordered states, where electrons spontaneously break the rotational point-group symmetry of the crystal, but not its translational symmetry. They are increasingly believed to play an important role in many correlated systems [1] . In recent years, iron based superconductors have provided remarkable examples for such behaviors [2] [3] [4] . Indeed, the electronic properties manifest a much larger anisotropy across the tetragonal to orthorhombic transition than expected from the structural changes alone. One possibility is that the nematic phase is a precursor of the antiferromagnetic order that usually emerges at lower temperature by selecting an ordering wave vector along the x direction. However, direct measurements of the band structure seem to point to a true symmetry-breaking state with a charge unbalance between the xz and yz orbitals. As these degrees of freedom are strongly entangled, it is not easy to discriminate their respective role.
FeSe offers the unique opportunity to study the nematic behavior occurring below the structural transition at T S ∼90K in the absence of any long-range magnetic ordering [5] . A superconducting state eventually develops below 9K in bulk FeSe samples [6] . In this wide temperature range, the system shows a marked electron nematicity in transport [7] . Angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) investigations [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] have revealed a 50meV splitting at the M point of the Brillouin Zone (BZ) between xz and yz orbitals. However, this splitting is different at Γ [11, 12] and actually of opposite sign [13] . This rules out a simple on-site unbalance of orbital occupation [14] (ferro-orbital order) and suggests instead the emergence of momentum-modulated orbital ordering [15] [16] [17] , whose microscopic origin still remains debated. Even though the spin-driven nematic scenario was first considered as unlikely due to the lack of long-range magnetic order or precursor effects [18, 19] , more recently sizable spin fluctuations have been detected [20] [21] [22] [23] . In addition, it has been pointed out that the absence of long-range magnetic order could be due to frustration [24] , leaving open the possibility that fluctuating magnetism can play a role also in FeSe, as it occurs in other iron-based systems.
In addition to the above findings, FeSe exhibits, already at high temperatures well above T S , a dramatic "shrinking" of the FS pockets as compared to local density approximation (LDA) calculations. This means that bands are shifted in opposite downward/upward directions for hole pockets at Γ and electron pockets at M, respectively. This has been observed previously in a number of iron pnictides, by quantum oscillations [25] or ARPES [26] , but is rarely considered as an important fingerprint of interactions in these systems. Dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) calculations for example reproduce remarkably well the observed mass renormalizations in these systems [27, 28] , but they do not predict a strong shrinking in general, and not in FeSe [28, 29] . On the other hand, the exchange of spin fluctuations between hole and electron pockets can provide a general mechanism for the FS shrinking in pnictides [30, 31] . In this paper, we extend this previous approach [30] to a realistic microscopic model for spin interactions where the spin-fluctuation exchange mechanism is orbital-selective, as recently pointed out in Ref. [32] . We then argue that an orbital-dependent shrinking of the Fermi surfaces is the key mechanism to understand the nematic transition in FeSe. Experimentally, we achieve a clear identification in ARPES measurements of the xy electron band. This allows us to establish that above T S the FS shrinking is stronger than in other pnictides and it is orbital-selective, the xz/yz FS sheets being much more severely affected than the xy sheets. Below T S , the xy electron band is basically unaffected, supporting the original [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] viewquestioned in some recent reports [33, 34] -that the bandstructure modifications arise from a 50meV splitting of the xz − yz orbitals. This energy splitting of the xz/yz orbitals directly follows from an orbital differentiation of the FS shrinking mechanism. At microscopic level this is due to the anisotropy of the spin fluctuations peaked at ordering vectors along k x or k y , a fingerprint of the spin-driven nematic scenario [3] . Our picture not only creates a strong link between the FS shrinking and nematicity, able to describe the ARPES data above and below the structural transition, but it also solves the apparent dichotomy between spin-driven and orbital-driven nematic scenarios, that merge in our approach in an unified orbital-selective spin-fluctuation nematic mechanism.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Single crystals have been grown using the chemical vapor transport method in sealed quartz tube, starting from Fe and Se powders (with a 1.1 : 1 molar ratio) in an eutectic KCl+AlCl 3 chlorides mixture. Details and characterization can be found in ref. [35] . The observation of quantum oscillations [36] attests from the samples'quality.
ARPES measurements were carried out at the CAS-SIOPEE beamline of the SOLEIL synchrotron, with a Scienta R4000 analyzer, an angular resolution of 0.3
• and an overall energy resolution better than 10 meV. The measurements in Fig. 2 and 4 were carried out at a photon energy of 40eV with linear polarization along k x . This selects even orbitals along k x and odd orbitals along k y . More details are given in SI.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Model of orbital-selective shrinking.
As a starting point, we model the band structure with the tight-binding model of Ref. [37] (Fig. 1a) , where the renormalization of the bands due to Hubbard and Hund's like interactions is already taken into account. As it will be justified by our ARPES data later on, this requires a high-temperature renormalization of 3 for xz/yz and 5 for xy orbitals, in good agreement with DMFT calculations [27, 28] . To allow for an analytical treatment we map this dispersion into a low-energy two-dimensional model able to describe the relevant orbital content of the pockets around the Γ, M X (π,0) and M Y (0,π) points in the 1Fe BZ [38] . The Hamiltonian at each point can be represented as The additional xy hole pocket at Γ is not included since it is below E F , as confirmed by previous ARPES measurements [10, 11, 34] and by our data at low temperature, see below. The matrixĤ l has the general structurê
where τ are Pauli matrices representing the orbital isospin. The bands E l± k = h l 0 ± | h l | and their orbital content are then simply deduced by a straightforward diagonalization of the Hamiltonian (11) . By using the explicit expressions of (h 0 , h) detailed in the Supplementary Information (SI) one obtains the approximate band dispersions shown by symbols in Fig. 1a and giving the FS shown in Fig. 1b . At the Γ point we added explicitly to the Hamiltonian (11) the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) λ [38, 39] 
This lifts the degeneracy of the inner and outer xz/yz pockets at Γ.
The basic mechanism of the FS shrinking developed in Ref. [30, 31] focuses on the changes of the low-energy effective model induced by the coupling to collective modes, described within an Eliashberg framework via a self-energy function Σ l (ω) for each band. The strong particle-hole asymmetry of the bands in pnictides leads to a finite real part ζ l (ω) of the self-energy Σ l (ω), responsible for an energy-dependent shift of the interacting bands. In particular its sign in the pocket l is determined by ζ [30] . Thus, when the exchange mechanism is interband, the sign of ζ Γ (ω) is controlled by the electron pockets at M , having E top E bot , and it is thus negative. Conversely, for the hole bands E top E bot and the induced shift on the electron pockets is positive. In both cases one finds a shrinking of the FS, in agreement with observations in several iron-based pnictides [25, 26] . The most natural bosonic mode re-xz yz xy 
necting hole bands at Γ with electron bands at M X , M Y , see Fig. 1b . On this respect, our self-energy shrinking mechanism stems somehow as a low-energy counterpart of the so-called s ± Pomeranchuk instability that has been found, by renormalization-group approaches [40, 41] , as a possible competing instability triggered by the proximity to a spin-density wave order. Indeed, while the particlehole asymmetry only guarantees a finite value of ζ l (ω) when the carriers are coupled to a bosonic mode, is the interband nature of the mode, i.e. its identification with spin fluctuations, that guarantees a band shift reducing the FS areas.
So far, the FS shrinking mechanism has not been linked to the orbital degrees of freedom. To this extent, two additional ingredients should be added to the previous approach: (i) computing explicitly the self-energy effect within the orbital model (11) , instead of the band model considered in Ref. [30] , and (ii) accounting for the fact, pointed out recently in Ref. [32] , that the mechanism of SF exchange must preserve the orbital character of the electrons. Thanks to the item (ii) one can show (see SI) that the self-energy matrixΣ l , relating via the Dyson
and the dressedĜ l matrix Green's functions of the model (11), simplifies considerably :
where Σ X,Y xy = 0 is a consequence of the lack of an xy orbital component on the hole pockets. More importantly, we will show below that the self-energy functions select SF around precise wave-vectors, linking the yz orbital with SF at Q X and xz with SF at Q y :
This result basically follows from the fact that in the 1Fe BZ, only yz is present in the electron pocket at Q X , and only xz is present at Q Y . Here the basic mechanism [30] controlling the sign of the self-energy corrections remains unchanged, since SF always connect hole and electron pocket. In addition, the result (23)- (24) translates the inequivalence [3] of SF at Q X and Q Y below T S into inequivalent corrections for yz and xz orbitals. Therefore, even though no electronic order parameter develops at T s , neither in the charge nor in the spin sector, the anisotropy of the spin fluctuations, that is the hallmark of a spin-nematic transition, induces an anisotropy of the self-energy corrections that acts as an effective orbital ordering. Eq.s (2)- (24) contain the essence of the orbitalselective shrinking that we will discuss in the following.
B. Isotropic Fermi Surface shrinking at 150K.
In Fig. 2 , we present the electronic structure of FeSe measured by ARPES at 150K, well above the structural transition. As detailed in SI, to observe all the bands by ARPES, it is necessary to combine even/odd light polarizations and measurements in different Brillouin zones (BZ). Three different versions of ΓM are presented in panels (a-c) to cover all bands, corresponding to the three cuts indicated on the FS map (d) by thick dashed lines. The different dispersions are modeled by thin lines which are guides to the eyes, and are also reported in Fig.2 
(e).
The colors indicate the main orbital character (see caption).
(e) The general structure of the bands is in agreement with the one outlined in Fig. 1 . Around the Γ point, we observe two hole-like bands, made by xz and yz orbitals. They are splitted at Γ by 20 meV, which we attribute to SOC [10, 42] . The odd xz/yz orbital (i.e. yz along k x and xz along k y ) forms a "saddle" band at the M point, where it is expected to be degenerate with a shallow electron pocket of opposite xz/yz character. Our best fit gives a small residual splitting of ∼5 meV at M, although it could be within error bars. Note that the SOC is not effective at M between these xz and yz bands, because they are formed by different combinations of the 2 Fe of the unit cell (see Fig. 1 (b) [39, 43] ).
Another, deeper, electron band around M, appearing only in Fig. 2(b) , has xy character. It is often difficult to observe it in iron pnictides and was not reported before for FeSe at high temperatures. As we mentioned above, the hole-like counterpart of xy at Γ is not very visible at this temperature, although it will be clearer at lower temperatures and 60meV below E F (see Fig. 3 ).
In Fig. 2 (e), we see that the slope of the experimental dispersions (thin lines) compare well with the renormalization values assumed in Fig. 1a (symbols) . However, the Fermi wave-vectors k F corresponding to the xz/yz orbitals are clearly too large, both for hole and electron pockets. On the contrary, it is approximately correct for the xy electron band. To fully appreciate the amplitude of the shrinking, we estimate in SI the FS volume after integration over k z . We find that it is reduced by a factor 5 to 10 for the xz/yz parts. This is the largest shrinking observed in iron based superconductors to our knowledge. We estimated a factor 2 in Co-doped BaFe 2 As 2 [26] and at most 1.2 in LiFeAs [44] . Notice that in LiFeAs there is a strong shrinking of the hole xz/yz pockets, but it is compensated by an expansion of the xy hole band [44, 45] , so that the total number of carriers and the size of the electron pockets is nearly unchanged [44] . This case is however completely different from the shrinking considered here, involving a mutual compensation between hole and electron pockets. In addition, while the orbital redistribution of holes between the xz/yz and xy sheets in LiFeAs is well captured by DMFT [45] , the same effect has not been reported by DMFT calculations in FeSe [28, 29] .
As shown in Fig. 2e this orbital-selective shift of the bands is a natural outcome of the self-energy effects encoded in Eq. (2) . As discussed previously [30, 31] , to capture the basic ingredients of the FS shrinking we can discard the full momentum dependence of the SF propagator, and use the form
where ω 0 is a constant while ω
is the characteristic energy scale of spin modes. In the tetragonal phase we assumed the typical temperature evolution of the paramagnetic SF, ω sf X,Y (T ) = ω 0 (1 + T /T θ ), as observed above T c in pnictide systems [46] . Here we used ω 0 ∼ 20 meV and T θ ∼ 150 K, in agreement with experimental results in 122 systems and more recently also in FeSe [21] . The self-energy functions appearing in Eq.s (2) are then computed as:
where
is the propagator for SF along k x /k y , B X/Y is its spectral function given by Eq. (32) above, V is the strength of the coupling and g l ± (k, iω m ) denotes the Greens function of the E l,± band at the l pocket (more details are given in SI). Analogously for the X, Y pockets one has
Above T S SF are isotropic in momentum space, i.e. ω X sf = ω Y sf , so that the self-energy corrections (23)- (24) are isotropic in the orbital space, but they have opposite signs on the hole and electron pockets (see also Fig. 5(cd) below). Indeed, as discussed above, the real parts of Σ Γ yz/xz are negative, as due to the electron-like particlehole asymmetry of the electron pockets appearing on the r.h.s. of Eq. (6)- (7), and conversely those of Σ X/Y yz/xz are positive. To further account for the different degrees of nesting of the various pockets we modulated the couplings V in the above equations, as detailed in SI. Because Σ X/Y xy = 0, as stated above, there is no shrinking on xy. As a consequence, while at Γ the pockets change their size but not their shape, the electron bands become more elliptical (see Fig 1c) in agreement with the experiments. We stress that because of the frequency dependence of the self-energy, the present mechanism of FS shrinking is not equivalent to a rigid band shift [31] , even though this cannot be easily appreciated on the energy scale of Fig. 2e. C. Anisotropic Fermi Surface shrinking at 20K.
In Fig. 3(a-c) , we show the same ARPES cuts as in Fig. 2 , but in the low temperature phase, at 20K. As for the high temperature case, we sketch all bands we observe by thin lines. They are also reported in Fig. 3(d) , along with dashed lines representing the bands at 150 K. The 50meV splitting at 20K between the saddle bands at M is the most dramatic feature of the nematic state and was already reported by many groups [8-12, 33, 34] .
The correct assignment of the bands at M is crucial to identify which orbitals get split in the nematic phase. While the first measurements [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] interpreted the lowtemperature data in terms of a 50 meV splitting between the xz and yz orbitals, recent reports [33, 34] suggested an alternative interpretation, with a large splitting between xy at the bottom and a xz/yz doublet at the top (whose degeneracy may be further removed by a small residual 15 meV splitting [34] ). As we clearly separate xz/yz and xy at all temperatures (see Fig. 4 ), the distinction is easier in our case. Fig. 4(b) shows that there is little change of the xy electron band as a function of temperature, except for a small deepening of the band bottom at low temperatures, which we attribute to a reduction of the renormalization from 5 to 4.2 (see SI). Apart from this effect, the size of the pockets barely changes with temperature, showing that this band does not participate actively to the shrinking mechanism. We report the experimental shape of the xy electron band on Fig.  4 (a) as a dotted line. As the bottom of the xy electron band should be degenerate with the xy saddle band (at least for high temperatures, more details are given in SI), the saddle band we observe moving down has to be yz, clearly supporting the existence of a large nematic splitting of the xz/yz orbitals. The temperature evolution of the spectra at M is summarized in Fig. 3(e-f) , where we report the temperature dependence of the bottom of the bands at M and of their k F . The three different k F at low temperatures is only consistent with the situation indicated in Fig. 3(d) .
Around Γ the orbital splitting is less obvious, since the experimental data of Fig. 3(d) at 20K and 150K largely overlap. This effect led some authors to conclude that there is no or little change there [11, 12] . However, there are some changes such as the appearance of a character- istic "hat" on top of the inner band in Fig. 3(b) . As was also concluded in ref.
[13], we will argue below that it is due to a SOC-avoided crossing of the two hole bands along k x , which implies sizable shifts of the xz/yz bands at Γ also.
The observed modifications of the Fermi surface can be very well understood within our orbital-selective spinfluctuations scenario. Indeed the SF are expected to become inequivalent below T S , as usually assumed for a spin-driven nematic transition [3] , making SF stronger at the wave-vector Q X where antiferromagnetic order usually develops at lower temperature. Even though longrange magnetic order is not observed in FeSe, SF have been detected [20] [21] [22] and we assume that they become anisotropic below T S , with a softening ω Fig. 5(a-b) . This has the immediate effect, from Eq.s (23)- (24) , to split the self-energy corrections of the xz and yz orbitals, making in general their absolute values larger for yz. Taking into account the different sign of the self-energy shifts (6)- (7) and (8)- (9), respectively at the hole and electron pockets, one immediately finds that ∆ζ Fig. 5(c-e) . This is in agreement with previous experiments in detwinned samples [8, 13] .
In Fig. 6 , we report the theoretically computed spectral functions along ΓM X and ΓM Y and the FS. They are compared with our experimental data, where we have used the information from detwinned experiments [8, 13] and the above band assignment to determine which data lines correspond to measurements along ΓM X or ΓM Y . Below T S the orbital-dependent shrinking induces an elliptical deformation of the hole pocket, which acquires mainly xz character. At M X , it shrinks the yz orbital further, while at M Y , the xz orbital expands back. In order to reproduce quantitatively the experimental data, we computed the spectral functions of Fig. 6 by using as a fitting parameter the splitting of the SF energies ω X/Y sf (details are given in SI). A very good agreement is obtained with the paprameters of Fig. 5 . Note that the SF-induced splitting at Γ (30meV) is comparable to the one at M (-40meV), evidencing that its effect on the overall band structure at Γ is less apparent only because it is hidden by the strong SOC present there. We can then see from Fig. 5b that the resulting anisotropy of the spin modes below T s is relatively weak, which is compatible with experiments in twinned samples [20] [21] [22] . Nonetheless, the effects on the bands dispersions are quite strong. This is due to the particularly large particle-hole asymmetry of the bands in FeSe, resulting first from the strong renormalization inherent to FeSe and second from the high temperature shrinking.
The changes of the FS structure that we discussed so far are dictated by the real part of the SF-induced selfenergy corrections. In addition, the imaginary part of the self-energy also becomes orbital dependent below T S and determines the lifetime of carriers in the nematic phase. Indeed, the dispersions shown in Fig. 6 (e-f) suggest very different properties along k x and k y in the nematic state. Along k x , a Dirac cone is formed between xy and the yz saddle band, just 15meV below E F [47, 48] . The lines forming the Dirac cone are remarkably narrow, contrasting with the much broader lines belonging to the perpendicular domain, even for similar binding energies. Along k y , the electron pocket, although enlarged, is made out of bands that appear very incoherent in ARPES. This coexistence of coherent and incoherent carriers is a very important and unusual characteristic of the metallic state of FeSe at low temperatures.
IV. CONCLUSION
The dichotomy between the orbital-driven and spindriven scenarios discussed so far for pnictides is connected to the difference between "hard" and "soft" possible realizations of electron nematicity. In the former case the nematic transition breaks explicitly a symmetry with the emergence of a finite electronic order parameter, that affects directly the single-particle electronic properties probed by ARPES. In the latter case instead the symmetry is broken only at the level of collective electronic fluctuations, that naturally affect collective two-particle properties, as probed e.g. by optical or Raman spectroscopy [49] [50] [51] . For this reason the strong modification of the electronic structure below T S seen by ARPES in FeSe triggered the idea [52, 53] that a hard orbital order is needed to explain the modification of the electronic structure. However, while it is indeed consistent with the experimental observations, its justification at microscopic level requires a specific fine-tuning of the interactions [17, 54, 55] . On the other hand, in pnictides also collective fluctuations can affect the single-particle properties, and modify the Fermi surface [30] . This mechanism, that relies on quite general conditions (the exchange of spin- fluctuations between hole and electron bands in pnictides) is already operative at high temperatures, and it naturally leads to the observed FS evolution in the nematic state. Thus, the orbital-selective spin-fluctuations scenario explains why a soft nematic transition can give rise, thanks to the strong spin-orbit entanglement, to an order-parameter like behavior of the electronic structure, even in the absence of any hard symmetry breaking. Besides reconciling different views, our results revise the standard paradigms for the understanding of hard and soft nematicity in the collective electronic behavior.
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Supplementary Information
Comparison with LDA calculation
In Fig. 7(a) , we show the band structure we have calculated at k z =0 (red) and k z =1 (blue) using the Wien2k package [56] . It is based on the experimental structure of FeSe determined in Ref. [57] , where the height of Se above the Fe plane is z Se =1.46Å(internal coordinate z=0.27). This agrees very well with previously published band structure [28, 37, 53] , although we include here spin-orbit coupling as well. The xy hole band is expected to cross the Fermi level in such a calculation and forms a rather large hole pocket.
As often noted, the position of the xy hole band is very sensitive to z Se . Using z Se =1.26Å(z=0.23) in Fig. 7 (b), it is now below E F , as observed by ARPES. Although we see no reason why Se should move to this position, we use this calculation as a reference of the band structure without a xy hole band. It is more likely that this is obtained in reality by renormalizing the hopping integral for xy (in the TB model of Eshrig et al. [37] , this can for example be obtained by renormalizing the t 11 11 parameter by 2). The main features of the band structure are similar, although the size of the inner hole pocket increases in the second case and the size of the k z dependence on the xz/yz electron pocket reduces (see also Fig. 7(c-d)) .
In both cases, we observe two doublets at M, formed by xz/yz bands and the two xy bands, as expected by symmetry in the absence of nematic splitting [39] .
k z dispersion and number of carriers -We measured the cuts of the paper's Fig. 2 as a function of photon energy to check for three dimensional (3D) effects. We observe a clear but rather small change of the Fermi wave vector k F of the different pockets. From the periodicity of these changes, we can deduce the value of k z at each photon energy, using the following formula already heavily used in iron pnictides [58] .
We report k F for hole pockets in Fig. 7c and for electron pockets in Fig. 7d as a function of k z , using an inner potential V 0 =12eV. Comparison with the calculated sizes of the pockets (solid lines for z Se =1.46Å, dotted lines for z Se =1.26Å) evidences a large FS shrinking in both cases. We could not observe the xy electron band on a sufficiently large photon energy window to determine its k z variation. We indicate the value k F =0.217Å −1 determined at 40eV (k z ∼0).
For the outer hole band, k F evolves from 0.06 Å −1 at k z =0 (38eV) to 0.12Å −1 at k z =1 (54eV), in good agreement with results from Ref. [10] . This corresponds to a number of carriers n = π(k F a/π) 2 /4, assuming circular pockets, of 0.004 at k z =0 and 0.016 at k z =0, or 0.01 after integration over k z . We find that the inner hole pocket is always below the Fermi Surface, which is slightly different from Ref. [10] , where it crosses E F in a small region near k z =1. In any case, it contains a negligible number of carriers. In the calculations, the xz/yz hole sheets contain nearly the same number of holes for the two cases considered in Fig. 7 , namely 0.1, indicating a shrinking as large as 10.
For the xz/yz electron band, k F changes from 0.072Å −1 at k z =0 (42eV) to 0.102Å −1 at k z =1 (58eV). At k z =0, the reduction of k F is not as large as for the holes, but the very reduced k z dispersion finally leads to a very large reduction of the number of electrons in the band. Considering only the xz/yz parts of the electron sheets, we obtain 0.01 electrons experimentally, compared to 0.09 for the calculation with z Se =1.46Å and 0.05 with z Se =1.26Å. On the other hand, in both cases, there is almost no shrinking of the xy electron band compared to both calculations.
Renormalization -The discrepancy between the calculated and measured k z variation makes the determination of the renormalization value somewhat ambiguous. Especially, the choice of a renormalization value and of an applied shift are not independent from each other. We choose to apply the same renormalization and shift at both k z and the same renormalization for holes and electrons. In Fig. S2 , we compare the dispersions determined experimentally at k z =0 (red) and 1 (blue) by lorentzian fits of the Momentum Distribution Curves (MDC, circles) or maximum of the Energy Distribution Curves (EDC, squares) with the LDA calculation at the two k z (red and blue lines) for z Se =1.46 Å (very similar values of renormalization and shift are obtained for z Se =1.26 Å, the main problem, in both cases, being disagreements on the k z dispersion). To obtain a reasonable agreement for hole bands, we shift down the calculated bands by 200meV and renormalize them by 3. The dotted line corresponds to the xy hole band, after the same shift and renormalization. Note that it is unlikely that xy would be shifted and renormalized in the same way as xz/yz, but the lack of experimental information does not allow independent adjustment. The splitting between xz/yz, due to SOC, is slightly larger in the calculation compared to experiment. We attribute this to the influence of the xy band, which increases this splitting if it is located between xz and yz. If xy was not shifted together with xz/yz, the SOC splitting would be reduced by 1.5 and would indeed be very similar to the experimental one. For the xz/yz electron bands, a renormalization value of 3 fixes an upward shift of 130meV to fit the bottom of the band. This is a reliable point as it does not change with k z . As it was already clear from the very different values of the shrinking in Fig. S1c , the fit cannot be simultaneously good for k z =0 and k z =1.
For the xy electron band, we show in Fig. 8c the initial slope of the dipsersion for different temperatures by open circles. The solid line is the calculated xy band renormalized by 4.2 (blue) and 5 (red). Detection of the xy electron band In Fig. 9a , we recall the selection rules for the different bands. Γ 2 indicates the corner of the 1Fe BZ (π,π). We indicate by solid lines the bands formed with the 2 Fe of the unit cell in-phase and by dotted lines those formed by the 2 Fe out of phase (see Ref. [59] ). As this changes the parity of the bands with respect to the xz mirror plane, this difference is important to take into account, although it is not very often done. We indicate the parities with respect to the plane containing the Γ 1 M and z axis, because selection rules will only be defined in the vicinity of this scattering plane. In a calculation performed in a 1Fe BZ using glide mirror symmetry, xz and yz would correspond to the solid lines and xy to the dotted lines, the difference being due to their different symmetry with respect to z. Because of interference between the 2 Fe of the unit cell, bands shown as dotted lines should generally give zero intensity in ARPES, unless they are hybridized with bands of the opposite z parity. This indeed happens in many cases and allows to detect some of these "dotted" bands quite clearly (see Ref. [59] and [60] ).
Most of the time, electron pockets are observed in the MΓ 2 direction with odd configuration, which corresponds to cut (c) in our paper. This is indeed the direction where the two electron bands should be strong. However, most of the time the xy electron pocket is not resolved due to a much lower cross section for ARPES than xz/yz. Recently, Watson et al. claimed they could observe the xy band in this configuration at a particular photon energy [33] . For most photon energies, we only observed the shallow xz/yz band, as in Fig. 2c . Note that in the raw data, most of the weight is concentrated at the bottom of the electron band, or equivalently, the top of the saddle band in the perpendicular direction (see Fig. 9b ). To see the electron band more clearly in Fig. 2c , we normalized all MDC spectra to the same area. Alternatively, if all EDC spectra are normalized to the same area, as we do in Fig. 4(b) , we increase the weight of the saddle band. In the perpendicular direction Γ 1 M, keeping odd detection, the saddle band is much stronger and the electron band is much weaker, as expected from interference effects and shown in cut (a) of the paper.
Along Γ 1 M in even configuration (cut (b) in the paper), there is no strong band expected around M. This allows to detect quite clearly the isolated xy band, despite the fact it is built from out of phase Fe, thanks to a significant hybridization with xz at some k z (see Fig. 6 in ref. [59] ). This configuration allows to isolate xy in Ba(Fe,Co) 2 As 2 [59, 61] , BaFe 2 As 2 [62], LiFeAs [44] or NaFeAs [63] . This also works for FeSe, as shown in Fig. 4(b) , but this configuration was never explicitly used so far to study this band to our knowledge. The asymmetric intensity of this band and the weak intensity at the bottom is a characteristic common to all iron pnictides we have studied.
Comparing the two situations clarifies the evolution of the bands with temperature. We report in Fig. 4 (a) the model of the xy band extracted from Fig. 4(b) . The bottom of the two bands are closer than in the calculation, due to the stronger renormalization of xy, but they still can be clearly separated. Direct comparison of the EDC at M is given in Fig. 10 . Although there is a small contribution of the red spectra in the blue one, the difference of position and width of the bottom band is clear. The two xy bands could split if there is a significant anisotropy of xy hopping along k x and k y [39] , but this would not be expected at high temperatures. Similarly, the strong temperature evolution of the lower saddle band in Fig. 4(a) is totally uncorrelated with a similar motion of the bottom of the xy band. This supports the idea of a xz/yz splitting with temperature. The weak electron band observed at 30K in (c) with a bottom at -50meV is close to xy, but distinct. It is assigned to xz and further confirms the xz/yz splitting. The evolution of the bottom of the bands and their k F are indicated on the stacks of Fig. 10 and reported in the paper's Fig. 3(e-f) .
Self-energy corrections in the orbital-selective spin-fluctuations scenario
Let us start from the model describing the bare electronic structure at each pocket l, 
At the Γ point we should also add the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) λ that acts with a term ±(λ/2)τ 2 on the xz and yz subspace for each spin projection. More specifically, if one defines the enlarged spinor Ψ ) the SOC gives an additional term (λ/2)τ 2 ⊗ σ z , where σ z is the Pauli matrix acting on the spin sector [38] . One can easily see that the corresponding eigenvalues and eigenvectors preserve the same structure given above, provided that one identifies at the Γ point h Γ 2 with λ/2. As a consequence the two eigenvalues (12) read: giving two parabolic bands splitted by the SOC at Γ, E Γ− being the inner hole pocket and E Γ+ the outer one. At energies larger than SOC one can also see that the functions (13)- (14) 2 sin 2 θ k with tan θ k = k y /k x , giving the typical orbital content of the FS cut shown in Fig. 1b,c of the manuscript. At the X pocket the low-energy model reads:
with h yz = −ε yz + a yz k 2 and h xy = −ε xy + a xy k 2 , so that E X+ is an electron-like band crossing the Fermi level, and E X− a hole-like band remaining always below the Fermi level. The dispersion at the Y pocket is obtained by exchanging k x → k y in the above expressions, and with the yz label intended as a xz label, due to the different orbital content at Y . By measuring the momenta in units of the inverse lattice spacing one obtains the parameter values listed in table I. The resulting band dispersions are shown by dotted lines in Fig. 1 of the manuscript.
To compute the role of spin fluctuations we start from the following microscopic interacting Hamiltonian [32] 
ks σ ss c η k+qs ) and σ ss the Pauli matrices for the spin. Here η, η = yz, xz, xy denote the orbital index. Notice that in the spin operator we take into account only the intraorbital contribution, that is expected to be the dominant one [64, 65] , but the Hamiltonian (22) includes also inter-orbital spin-spin interaction terms. The role of the orbital degrees of freedom for the description of the spin fluctuations (SF) has been already discussed in Ref. [32] . Here it has been shown that the SF peaked around the two vectors Q X or Q Y involve only the yz or xz orbitals, respectively. This result basically follows from the fact that in the 1Fe BZ, only yz is present in the electron pocket at Q X , and only xz is present at Q Y . For example, SF around Q X involve the two hole-like Γ pockets (g Γ ± ) and the electron-like X pocket (g X + ), but their contribution is weighted with the yz orbital content, i.e. only S yz · S yz can be different from zero. In a short notation, one recognizes that
where e.g. the S yz Q X operator creates a particle-hole pair made by yz states at Γ and X, and analogously for the Q Y operator. More specifically, from Eq. (15) one sees that the yz orbital content is given by (u Γ ) 2 for the outer pocket, by (v Γ ) 2 for the inner Γ pocket and by (u X ) 2 for the electron pocket. Thus the SF propagator around Q X is built with the following bare susceptibilities:
where k, q denote both the Matsubara frequency and the momentum. The bare SF propagator around Q Y has an analogous definition, provided that u
By making the usual RPA resummation one then finds [32] :
Apart from the presence of the modulating orbital factors in the bare bubbles (Eq.s (25)), one recognizes in Eq.s (26)- (27) the usual expression for the SF susceptibility of two quasi-nested bands, that diverges at zero momenta and frequency when the band dispersions are perfectly nested, i.e. E Γ (k) = −E X (k). A second consequence of the orbital-selectivity of the spin fluctuations is that the self-energy matrix computed with the SF (23)- (24) acquires the diagonal form of Eq. (2) of the manuscript, and the orbital self-energies are given explicitly by:
where the χ Γ±X/Y have been defined in Eq.s (26)- (27) above, and we put g 2 = (8U/3) 2 /2. When we compute instead the self-energy for the X/Y pockets only the Σ yz/xz components are corrected. With the same reasoning as before one easily sees that
while at Y only Σ Y xz = 0 with an expression analogous to Eq. (29) provided that u Γ ↔ v Γ and χ Γ±X → χ Γ±Y . To simplify the numerical computation of the self-energy corrections and to present results valid for general band dispersions we discard in the following the full momentum dependence of the SF propagators χ Γ±X/Y , and we retain only their frequency dependence. Indeed, as discussed previously [30, 31] , this is enough to capture the basic ingredients of the FS shrinking. Moreover we discard possible differences between χ Γ+X/Y and χ Γ−X/Y due to the different nesting conditions between the outer/inner hole and electron pockets, but we retain the effect due to the mismatch of the angular factors at different pockets in Eq. (26)- (27) . This can be roughly estimated from the angular overlap of the orbital functions, approximated as (u Γ ) ∼ cos θ 
and at the electron pockets
where g l ± (iω n ) = k g l ± (k, iω n ) is the local Green's function for the E l,± band and D X/Y (ω l ) = dΩ2ΩB XY (Ω)/(Ω 2 + ω 
As already discussed in the main text, the real parts of Σ Γ yz/xz are negative, as due to the electron-like particle-hole asymmetry of the electron pockets appearing on the r.h.s. of Eq. as observed in iron-based systems [21, 46] . Below T S the anisotropy of SF is described by a splitting of the SF masses ω 
with Σ . As a consequence, one can directly see that the renormalized bands are defined by the maxima of the spectral functions
In the paramagnetic phase Σ Γ yz = Σ Γ xz and the τ 3 term is absent, so that the two hole pockets are both shifted by the real part of the Σ Γ 0 function, in full analogy with the result obtained before in the band language [30] . In contrast in the nematic phase where Σ Γ yz = Σ Γ xz and the τ 3 correction is present the self-energy corrections act as a crystal field that splits the bands and changes the orbital character of the bands. The SO coupling contribute to change the orbital character further. Indeed also the orbital factors (13)- (14) are corrected as
where h Γ Rk denotes the square-root in Eq. (34) . Analogously, at the X/Y pockets one sees that the new bands are defined by the spectral functions
